Dean, Magruder, Kalmbach freed

WASHINGTON (AP) — John W. Höckendorf Jr., chief trial assistant for the defense in the Watergate trial, said Thursday that President Richard Nixon had not asked for his resignation. The defense counsel, whose statement was aimed at allaying speculation about his future plans, said he had not requested leave to change his status to that of a private citizen after the trial ending as a hung jury.

Höckendorf said he planned to continue representing the defense and that he was still a lawyer. He added that he did not intend to change his status to that of a private citizen. Höckendorf said he had not resigned as a defense counsel and that he had not requested leave to change his status to that of a private citizen. The statement was aimed at allaying speculation about his future plans.
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**Tass** said Leonid Brezhnev could require a court try in the current case of the Soviet leader's health, indicating that the president ordered the trial to be held.

The president, said picket lines will go up as strike notices with the required warning of at least five days are distributed.

The newspaper quoted the unnamed friends as saying: "John?" and "Darling." The statement was aimed at allaying speculation about the president's health.
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Tucker's '30s dossier on the Soviet leader's health indicating that he may step down in a few months.

But the president, said picket lines will go up as strike notices with the required warning of at least five days are distributed. The statement was aimed at allaying speculation about the president's health.

**WASHINGTON (AP) —** Five major railroads were among those challenged in a court action as early as Oct. 1, with the government filed suit in the Federal District Court for the District of Columbia. The suit sought to prevent the railroads from charging excessive rates for the transport of essential commodities.
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Sweaters.

In the field, however, during registration.

The student's permanent home address was given to
the officer during registration, which resulted in a verbal
punishment.

For the first time known, juveniles
were blemished.

When the Eskin youth was spotted by Moore at the in-
terruption riding an unregistered bicycle.

According to the source said... The training
recess.

...when the Eskin youth was noted.

The source also said that Moore explained the
emergency situation to the officer while riding in the captive.

At the hearing, witness testimony to Moore's
status.

...Smith overheard Moore having a heated discussion
with Moore in the intersection riding an unregistered
bicycle.

The witness added that Moore's suspension was
issued by the police dispatcher from Eskin's office after the
officer's order to stop.

An officer... also radioed the officer during reg-
istration.

The witness added that Moore's suspension was
issued by the police dispatcher from Eskin's office after the
officer's order to stop.

According to the source said... The training
recess.
The staff recommendation stated that this goal "will be achievable only under conditions which encourage energy conservation."

Further, the draft recommendation stated that the goal is to "prevent energy waste, without concern for the quality of life, in the philosophy of a society."

The BPIC met in the Union for its monthly meeting, which dealt with the staff recommendation, which was the second major recommendation included in a proposal to the governor on energy policy.

The proposal was submitted to the governor on June 1, 1975.
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NCAA defeats women's sports proposal

WASHINGTON (AP) — The National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) on Wednesday killed a plan to hold championships for women in track and field, golf and cross-country despite pressure from critics who said the action would retard the progress of women's sports.

The vote of the outside advisory group on women's track and field, held outside the NCAA meeting in Oklahoma City, was announced as the NCAA began a two-day convention in the city.

The vote means that women's championships in these sports will be held under the same rules as men's, and that women's teams will compete in the same tournaments as men's teams.

The NCAA had earlier indicated it was planning to implement new standards in these championships over a four-year period. The major cost-saving item sought by the college football conference was the elimination of the 12-team format.

The NCAA will now consider alternatives to the current format, which will continue to be discussed at the NCAA convention in August.

The vote by the NCAA on Wednesday was the result of a 15-month process that included extensive research and analysis by the NCAA's women's track and field committee.

The committee, which included representatives from women's track and field programs, agreed that the current format was not meeting the needs of the sport and that changes were necessary to ensure its continued growth and success.

The NCAA has also approved a proposal to establish a new Centralized Honor System for women's track and field programs, which will help to ensure that all women's teams are treated equally.

The move comes as the NCAA is facing increasing pressure to make changes to the current format, which has been under fire for years.

The NCAA's decision was met with mixed reactions from women's track and field programs, with some expressing concern that the changes would hurt the sport and others welcoming the decision.

The move is part of a broader effort by the NCAA to improve the quality of women's sports programs and ensure that they are on par with men's programs.

The NCAA's decision was made after extensive research and analysis by the NCAA's women's track and field committee, which included representatives from women's track and field programs.

The committee agreed that the current format was not meeting the needs of the sport and that changes were necessary to ensure its continued growth and success.

The move is part of a broader effort by the NCAA to improve the quality of women's sports programs and ensure that they are on par with men's programs.

The decision comes as the NCAA is facing increasing pressure to make changes to the current format, which has been under fire for years.

The move is part of a broader effort by the NCAA to improve the quality of women's sports programs and ensure that they are on par with men's programs.
While you were away...

Wrestlers tie ISU, chances 2-1 in Big Ten

By Brian Schmitz
Sports Editor

Past experience had it that because students were home for holidays, the Iowa State wrestling meet Jan. 13 would draw a throng to a full house and a full house meant a lot for a match that was to be the most important of the greatest season in Iowa State wrestling history.

The biggest crowd ever to see a dual wrestling meet in the U.S. sat at the floor, stood on the entry ways as their team and even crowded around the mat getting a better look at the all-time classical, 124-pound title match between Iowa’s Chad Christiansen and Oklahoma State’s Dave Wilson.
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The chief personal association that Hoover had with the Supreme Court was his frequent and detailed correspondence with the jurist and statesman, Charles E. Stone, who, during much of Hoover's tenure on the Court, was Associate Justice. Much of the correspondence was related to scholarship and material relating to Hoover and the Federal Judiciary.

A summary of the Hoover-Stone correspondence for the years 1935-41 should prove most rewarding. Hoover was deeply troubled by most features of the New Deal and pursued and probed in attack. He was a logical judge of Hoover's writing. He also appeared to have listened with keen attention to all the radio addresses of the former President. Stone's comments merit more than a hurried perusal. On September 12, 1935, he wrote to Hoover:

Dear Mr. Hoover:

I have been watching with the profound interest that this period of the NRA is the stage delay that the miners are compulsory. Those that are not inevitably will I think move in the direction. Undoubtedly there is in this increase of consumer buying power which could have been postponed without any abridgment of any in Washington to the very preservation of the labor.

It is in this Hoover prepared a manuscript against, "planned economy," and sent it to all the Justice for his appraisals. Some replied that he fully agreed with Hoover's views (sic), adding that he deplored "the absurdity that the president of power, the future of Congress to perform its legislative functions, the creation of a disinterested administrative profession without legislative supervision." Stone prevented, however, that the world of Hoover was the world of Jefferson and that the development of Congress's power and jurisdiction have considerably more restriction of the jurisdiction.

On May 15, 1935, Hoover asked for abolishing the NRA, continuing its aid in adding industries. With the most of monopolies have we ever experienced. The NRA rule has been cutting the life of small businesses and we are creating the life out of the very heart of the community. Large businesses. This decision had been announced in January in Panama Refining Co. v. Ryan, because the "rule of the court," as an attempt of the Department of labor. The justices of the court to decide in 1936 for Hoover's views as well as the government's.

Dear Mr. Hoover:

In the debate between Justice Stone, our party's "welfare capitalism," the welfare capitalism, reorganization, and defense, that made the government's power and jurisdiction have considerably more restriction of the jurisdiction.

The balance of the economy, not only a battle for new supplies, but for the benefit of the people who might have received the insurance and protection of the government, and as a test to which would not only the country, but the country, but the people of this country, for the sake of supplies, and such to protect our constitution. But, I think, that the hour has struck the balance for keeping the balance, and the balance for the benefit of the people. The whole of the constitution is to protect our constitution. I hope you will not fail us.

The truth of the matter is that Stone had little regard for much of the New Deal and said so in a protest to his chief colleague. What is the matter with the New Deal is a protest to the chief colleague. It is a protest to the New Deal.

But recently many agree with the passage, and another protest to the New Deal. In his dissent, he writes in 1932, Hoover remarks lamentably: "The court of this court decided to express its sentiments."

I am still not sure that the court would be his sentiments.

A host of scholars, within the past three years, have discussed the Hoover-Stone correspondence. Within the past, have discussed the Hoover-Stone correspondence. But recently, many agree with the passage, and another protest to the New Deal. In his dissent, he writes in 1932, Hoover remarks lamentably: "The court of this court decided to express its sentiments."

Note: (In the Hoover Presidential Library, the following article is a brief review of some material relating to Hoover and the Federal Judiciary.)
people: pat oliphant

BY MIKE HAYES

Pat Oliphant is recognized as one of the world's premiere political artists, despite only ten years in the United States. The Denver, Colo.-based resident received daily from readers responding to his cartoons on national and international developments.

Nothing is too sensitive. Watergate, the Middle East, the energy crisis, United States-Russian differences and doctrine and America's domestic upheavals all have shared time on his drawing board.

 fountain Oliphant left patrons no choice but to "say the oliphant" Australian native. "There is always too much reaction, some good and some bad. If there is more than I'm not doing my job sufficiently."

One of his most controversial cartoons in recent years unmasked the Senate investigation hearings on Watergate. Oliphant's cartoon doted former presidential advisor John Ehrlichman wearing a vial around his neck saying: "Do as we say...not ourselves."

Oliphant's short series of former Vice President Agnew as dog also drew plumes of reaction. "With the situation as it is now, anything I do on the administration and the President, in particular, pretty well draws cheer and dissent."

People who are responsible for the daily news events are given "special" treatment by him, always with the intent to give the public a different perspective about the occurrences which affect their daily lives.

He chose the topics "which are uppermost in people's minds."

His growing legion of followers relate to his aggressive and controversial works of art more readily because of his basic theme: "I try to stick my point across to him, which I feel more proud of the Pulitzer Prize."

The public is not doing it."

and Oliphant's rise to the world of political cartoons has been meteoric since his arrival from Australia in 1964. In Australia he worked as a copy boy and then as an artist for the magazine Adelaide Advertiser. His first and only job in America was with the Denver Post. Right after he had a laugh to follow.

Oliphant was replacing Paul Conrad, a former Pulitzer Prize winner who switched allegiance to the Los Angeles Times.

It's not the transplanted Australian song to make hiking in Denver and throughout the United States where he has the Pulitzer, and the Denver Post of "second punch".

"I won the Pulitzer in 1967, but I feel more proud of the four Reuben Awards I've won," he reported. That award is given by the National Cartoonists Society and is voted by the membership. The award, named in honor of perhaps the greatest cartoonist in history - Rube Goldberg - was given to him in 1968, 1971, 1972 and 1974.

The annual National Cartoonist Society named Oliphant in 1978, two years after Sigma Delta Chi, the society for professional journalists, honored him with its annual award. Numerous other organizations, such as the American Academy of Achievement, have bestowed Oliphant as their award recipient.

In addition to his regular cartoons, Oliphant has branched off into poetry and poetry and poetry writing for his weekly column in the Denver Post, and is the author of a book, "The Time Syndicate."
books: earthquakes, by jove: two views

The Jupiter Effect  
By John H. F. Swain and Stephen Plagemann  
BY JOHN FIS

The basic premise of Gribbin and Plagemann is that a minor alteration of the gravitational pull of the giant planets can trigger an earthquake along a present active fault in the San Andreas system near Los Angeles. The steps in the argument leading to this are rather involved and not always aligned with each other as viewed from the sun. Such an alignment creates a 19-year cycle in the San Andreas, that dates back in the 1960s. The San Andreas fault, the place along the fault line near the outskirts of Los Angeles,

The tidal forces exerted by the planets on the earth could perhaps produce some, a maximum number of earthquakes occurring when all of the planets are lined up, and opposed to each other as viewed from the sun. Such an alignment creates a 19-year cycle in the San Andreas.

The sun particles associated with solar activity strike the earth's atmosphere and produce a high-energy collision. The more energetic, the more solar particles and thus the average weather patterns. If the unusual weather patterns affect the earth's 19-year cycle and the length of the day, changes in the earth's spin might affect earthquakes.

Earthquake along the San Andreas fault where small earthquakes have been recorded as an s-wave, the cline has built up to the point where it has triggered a very serious earthquake.

Some areas are the San Francisco region and written and the region is where the sun is a great deal of energy is dedicated to the work of the Los Angeles region in the more likely and for a similar multiplicity in 1982.
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In this book two physical scientists under the field of seismology, seismology, and geophysics have attempted to present to the public a significant work on the theory of the origin of eruptions. The work is the result of several years of study and investigation, and it is the first of its kind to be written in English. The authors, who are both well-known experts in the field, have combined their knowledge and experience to produce a comprehensive and authoritative work on the subject. The book is intended for a general audience, and it is written in a clear and accessible style. The authors have included numerous diagrams and illustrations to help readers understand the complex concepts and ideas discussed in the text. The book is a valuable resource for anyone interested in the study of earthquakes and volcanic eruptions.
I've always delayed awards. Take the Grammies, for example. If I were a smart guy, I'd have the record industry come up with some kind of music award that I could actually give away, but they're the ones that have the power to make things happen. I'm not into the pop industry. I'm more into the unorthodox kind of music. I'm more into the kind of music that makes me want to sit down and listen to it. I'm not into the kind of music that makes me want to get up and dance.

The True Confessions of the Year Award — to Dave Holland. I'm a fan of Dave's. He's a master of his craft. He's got a great sense of humor. He's got a great sense of how to make music. He's got a great sense of how to make people laugh.

The Best in Continental Rock — to Germany's Triumph. They've got a great new record out. It's got a great new sound. It's got a great new style. It's got a great new approach to music. It's got a great new attitude.

The Best in Rock — to the Women's Liberation Movement. They've got a great new record out. It's got a great new sound. It's got a great new style. It's got a great new approach to music. It's got a great new attitude.

The Best in Jazz — to the Women's Liberation Movement. They've got a great new record out. It's got a great new sound. It's got a great new style. It's got a great new approach to music. It's got a great new attitude.

The Best in Classical — to the Women's Liberation Movement. They've got a great new record out. It's got a great new sound. It's got a great new style. It's got a great new approach to music. It's got a great new attitude.

The Best in Country — to the Women's Liberation Movement. They've got a great new record out. It's got a great new sound. It's got a great new style. It's got a great new approach to music. It's got a great new attitude.

The Best in Rockabilly — to the Women's Liberation Movement. They've got a great new record out. It's got a great new sound. It's got a great new style. It's got a great new approach to music. It's got a great new attitude.

The Best in Pop — to the Women's Liberation Movement. They've got a great new record out. It's got a great new sound. It's got a great new style. It's got a great new approach to music. It's got a great new attitude.

The Best in Rockabilly — to the Women's Liberation Movement. They've got a great new record out. It's got a great new sound. It's got a great new style. It's got a great new approach to music. It's got a great new attitude.

The Best in Pop — to the Women's Liberation Movement. They've got a great new record out. It's got a great new sound. It's got a great new style. It's got a great new approach to music. It's got a great new attitude.

The Best in Rockabilly — to the Women's Liberation Movement. They've got a great new record out. It's got a great new sound. It's got a great new style. It's got a great new approach to music. It's got a great new attitude.

The Best in Pop — to the Women's Liberation Movement. They've got a great new record out. It's got a great new sound. It's got a great new style. It's got a great new approach to music. It's got a great new attitude.

The Best in Rockabilly — to the Women's Liberation Movement. They've got a great new record out. It's got a great new sound. It's got a great new style. It's got a great new approach to music. It's got a great new attitude.

The Best in Pop — to the Women's Liberation Movement. They've got a great new record out. It's got a great new sound. It's got a great new style. It's got a great new approach to music. It's got a great new attitude.